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APPELLANTS’ REPLY ARGUMENT

I. RES JUDICATA AND CLAIM PRECLUSION
PRINCIPLES APPLY.

Long before any controversy arose, Marcus Alto, Sr., was listed on

the 1920 U.S. Census as the “Indian” son of Jose and Maria Duro Alto. [ER 483] 

In 1930, Reginaldo Duro certified that Marcus Alto Sr., was the Indian son of Jose

and Maria Alto. [ER 319, 321, 323]  In 1933, the California Judgment Roll listed 

Marcus as a Native American Indian. [ER 484-485]  Marcus also publicly

identified himself as the “Indian” son of Jose and Maria Alto, San Pasqual Indians

in early public records. [ER 314, 317, 375] Jose and Maria Alto are listed as

Indians on the 1910 San Pasqual Indian census. [ER 522] 

Despite a 1995 “final and conclusive” decision by Assistant Secretary

Ada Deer, that Marcus was the Indian son of Jose and Maria Alto, Assistant

Secretary Echo Hawk determined that he had authority under 25 C.F.R. §48.14(d)

to revisit his predecessor’s decision.  As a matter of law, res judicata and claim

preclusion principles apply to the facts in this case.  “When an administrative

agency [has acted] in a judicial capacity and resolves disputed issues of fact

properly before it which the parties have had an adequate opportunity to litigate,

courts have not hesitated to apply res judicata to enforce repose.”  Plaine v.
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  At the time appellants argued Alto v. Black (Case No. 12-56145) and in1

the summary judgment motion proceedings, appellants were unaware of the fine
print in the Agency Memorandum stating the Band adopted Part 76 by vote of its
General Council on July 13, 1986. [ER 541] In the summary and supplementary
information published in the Federal Register, no mention is made of this fact. 
[See ER 245, 246] The issue of which regulation applies is a legal determination. 

2

McCabe, 797 F.2d 713, 719 (9th Cir. 1986) citing United States v. Utah Mining

Constr. Co., 384 U.S. 394, 422, 86 S. Ct. 1545, 16 L. Ed. 2d 642 (1966).

a. No public policy is implicated under the facts of this case. 

Respondents argue that appellants’ opening brief largely fails to

address 25 C.F.R. §48.14(d).  (RB p. 26, 29.) There is no question that Part 48 was

incorporated into the Band’s constitution. [ER 542] Respondents argue that the

“adoption” of Part 76 regulations was to produce a “one-time” snapshot of the

Band’s membership.  (RB p. 37.) However, the record establishes that Part 48 had

“previously been redesignated from 25 CFR Part 48 at 47 FR 13327 on March 30,

1982.” [ER 245, 537] The redesignation of Part 48 occurred prior to the docket

80A settlement. [ER 537] The regulation is titled “Part 76-Enrollment of Indians

of the San Pasqual Band of Mission Indians.” [ER 246; emphasis added] It is

undisputed that the Band adopted Part 76 on July 13, 1986 [ER 539, 541] before

the agency revised Part 76 to bring the membership current as of April 27, 1985.1
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The Federal Register supports this fact: “The constitution provided

that membership in the Band would be in accordance with the regulations

contained in this Part 76.”  [ER 245, emphasis added] The Band had already

adopted Part 76 as its enrollment regulation to replace Part 48 when the Bureau

later revised Part 76 to bring current the roll for the Docket 80A judgment. 

Indeed, the record states “[t]he regulations contained in Part 76 originally

provided procedures for the preparation of a membership roll of the San Pasqual

Band as of January 1, 1959.” [ER 538]  As publicly stated when the Bureau

amended Part 76: “Revision to Part 76 is necessary to prepare a membership roll

of the San Pasqual Band as of April 27, 1985, both as a result of the fact that the

primary purpose of the regulations as originally promulgated was to prepare a roll

as of January 1, 1959, and as a result of the time that has elapsed since the rule

was promulgated.”  [ER 245, 539]  The record also demonstrates:

The constitution and bylaws for the San Pasqual Band refers to the
regulations contained in Part 76, formerly Part 48.  A draft, dated
July 2, 1986, of the proposed revision to the regulations contained in
Part 76 was, therefore, submitted to the Band for review.  At a regular
meeting of the General Council of the San Pasqual Band of Mission
Indians held on July 13, 1986, at which a quorum was present, the
draft of the revision was adopted by a vote of 33 ‘for’ and 3 ‘against.’ 
With one exception the document which follows is the same draft,
dated July 2, 1986, of the revision. 

[ER 541, emphasis added]   
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  “ASER” refers to appellants’ supplemental excerpt of record. 2

  The Band’s proposed brief states that Part 76 was repealed by the agency3

on June 3, 1996, when the agency concluded the rules were no longer required.
[Docket Entry 31, p. 9, fn 3]   

4

We know from the above quote that the Band, on July 13, 1986,

adopted the same draft as stated in the agency memorandum with one exception. 

“The exception is the inclusion of a provision for the enrollment of individuals

who would have qualified for inclusion on the January 1, 1959, roll had they

applied by the deadline for filing applications.” [ER 539.]  The complete 

agency memorandum is submitted as appellants’ supplemental excerpt of record.

[See ASER]   2

Appellants were enrolled in the Band under §76.14.  AFTER the

Band adopted Part 76, “the stated purpose of the regulations [was] changed” to

state the proposed revision is to provide procedures to bring current the

membership roll to serve as a basis for the distribution of judgment funds awarded

under Docket 80-A.  [ER 540]  Although the agency took official agency action to

repeal Part 76 on June 3, 1996, there is NO evidence in the agency record, and

respondents have not cited to any, establishing that the Band repealed or withdrew

its adoption of Part 76 by a vote of its General Council.  In fact, the Band

presently makes no such factual contention  and has previously stated in Alto I3
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  See Alto v. Black (Case No. 12-56145). [Docket Entry 8, p. 19, fn 3 cont.]4

The Court may take judicial notice of prior court records in this action.  Evid. R.
201; United States ex rel. Robinson Rancheria Citizens Council v. Borneo, 971
F.2d 244, 248 (9th Cir. 1992).  

  In Santa Clara, supra, 436 U.S. 49, the legal challenge involved children5

applicants born of female tribal members. This case is distinguishable because all
rights to membership in appellants’ case were determined in a “final and
conclusive” agency decision as agreed to when the prior decision was litigated.

5

(Case No. 12-56145) that Part 76 is “no longer federal law.”   Merely because the4

federal agency, on June 3, 1996, repealed Part 76, and the regulation is no longer

federal law, does not establish that the Band took official tribal action to repeal or

withdraw Part 76.  Repeals by implication are not favored.  Morton v. Mancari,

417 U.S. 535, 549, 94 S. Ct. 2474, 41 L. Ed. 2d 290 (1974).  Part 76 continues to

remain the operative regulation. The Band’s constitution was NOT amended. 

Rather, Part 48 was redesignated as Part 76, and the Band adopted Part 76.     

Importantly, under both §48.11 and §76.14, the Band indisputably

gave the federal government authority to make “final and conclusive” decisions

about the Band’s membership.  Alto v. Black, 738 F.3d 1111, 1116 (2013).  Based

on the circumstances of this case, no public policy is involved in applying res

judicata and claim preclusion principles to “final and conclusive” membership

decisions.  Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez, 436 U.S. 49, 98 S.Ct. 1670, 56

L.Ed.2d 106 (1978) does not apply in this case.    5
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b. The general rules of statutory construction apply.

There is no tribal law deference required in this case–the agency

drafted the regulations which the Band adopted. (See RB p. 28.)  Therefore, in

reviewing these regulations, general rules of statutory interpretation should apply. 

Additionally, the agency’s interpretation is not entitled to any deference because

as argued, infra, there is no ambiguity in the “final and conclusive” provision, and 

respondents’ interpretation of the “final and conclusive” phrase is unreasonable. 

c. The plain meaning rule applies.  

Acknowledging that 25 C.F.R. §76.14 contains a counterpart to

§48.11, respondents argue that appellants interpretation of the “final and

conclusive” language is unreasonable and should be rejected.  (RB pp. 30-34.) 

Not so. In Cahto Tribe of Laytonville Rancheria v. Dutschke,  715 F.3d 1225,

1230 (9th Cir. 2013), the court found the plain meaning rule applied in its review

of provisions in a tribal enrollment ordinance.  This Court should apply the same

plain meaning analysis. See also, Perrin v. United States, 444 U.S. 37, 42, 100

S.Ct. 311, 62 L.Ed.2d 199 (1979).   Appellants were enrolled under Part 76.  The

words “final and conclusive” as used in §76.14 must therefore be given some

meaning.
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d. Respondents’ interpretation of the phrase “final and
conclusive” as meaning only “final” is flawed. 

Respondents contend the word “conclusive” should mean only a

“final” decision as the word “final” is used in 25 C.F.R. §2.6 (2015).  (RB p. 32.) 

Respondents’ argument should be rejected.  §2.6 defines “final” for agency

exhaustion purposes.  No where in §2.6 is the phrase “final and conclusive” found. 

Rather §2.6 only uses the word “final.”  Moreover, as used by the BIA and other

federal agencies, the word “final” has had a specific meaning for agency

exhaustion rules and finality purposes under the Administrative Procedures Act.  5

U.S.C. §704.  §2.6 supports appellants’ argument that the words “final” and

“conclusive” in §76.14 have distinct meanings, particularly because the phrase is

worded in the conjunctive form–final AND conclusive.  The general rule is that

every word in a statute or regulation has  meaning. “Statutes [and regulations]

must be interpreted, if possible, to give each word some operative effect.”  Walters

v. Metropolitan Ed. Enterprises, Inc., 519 U.S. 202, 209, 117 S. Ct. 660, 136 L.

Ed. 2d 644 (1997).  

Accordingly, applying respondents’ interpretation of “final and

conclusive” to mean only “final” would render the word “conclusive” in the

conjunctive phrase redundant. 
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  http://thelawdictionary.org/conclusive/6

  http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/conclusive7

  http://www.dictionary.com/browse/conclusive8

8

e. Application of res judicata and claim preclusion principles 
in this case involves applying the express language of 
§76.14 and the conjunctive phrase “final and conclusive.”

Respondents argue that common-law res judicata and collateral

estoppel principles do not apply to administrative decisions with the same rigidity

as their judicial counterpart.  (See RB p. 39)  This case is different because the

Band, in adopting the regulation, agreed to be bound by a “final and conclusive”

decision.  As argued “final” has a distinct meaning for agency exhaustion and

APA review, which meaning must be deemed separate and distinct from the word

“conclusive.” The phrase is worded as a conjunctive phrase.  A conjunctive phrase

serves to connect elements of meaning and construction within the sentence. 

Therefore, the words “final” and “conclusive” are not ambiguous; the words must

be considered together. 

Several dictionaries define the word “conclusive” similar to the

Black’s Law dictionary (online version 2nd ed) definition of “conclusive” as

“putting an end to inquiry, final, decisive.”   Some examples are: “Putting an end6

to debate or question....” ; “serving to settle or decide a question” ; “serving to7 8
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  http://www.thefreedictionary.com/conclusive9

  http://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/conclusive10

9

put an end to doubt, question, or uncertainty; decisive;”  “(of  facts, proof, or9

arguments) ending any doubt or uncertainty about a situation.”   These10

dictionaries give the word “conclusive” a further meaning than just final.  

In United States v. Utah Mining Constr. Co., supra, 384 U.S. 394,

421-422, the Supreme Court held that similar “final and conclusive” language in a

construction contract was harmonious with res judicata and collateral estoppel

principles.  There is no ambiguity here.  Consequently, the word “final” should be

given its reasonable agency meaning for exhaustion purposes, but in conjunction

with the word “conclusive” must be construed as conclusively deciding the

question before the agency, ie., binding on the parties litigating the claim. 

f. Appellants’ interpretation of the “final and conclusive”
provision does not read §48.14(d) out of the 1960
regulations.

Respondents argue that appellants’ interpretation of the “final and

conclusive” phrase would “read §48.14(d) out of the 1960 regulations.” (RB p.

31.)  Not so.  First, as respondents concede §48.14(d)’s counterpart is §76.4(b). 

(RB pp. 35-36.)  Both provisions contain the same “final and conclusive”

language.  Further,  respondents’ interpretation that the Assistant Secretary can
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review a prior “final and conclusive” decision, would render the word

“conclusive” pointless, and leave appellants open to repetitive litigation based on

the same stale claims, but with some alleged “new” fact, depending on which three

tribal members were elected to the Band’s five member enrollment committee.

Conversely, applying res judicata and claim preclusion principles to

the facts of this case–only to those tribal members who have previously had their

membership eligibility adjudicated in a “final and conclusive” decision by the

Assistant Secretary, with the right to APA review, would allow the Band to correct

its roll as to those tribal members enrolled who did NOT have their claims

conclusively adjudicated.  Thus, appellants’ interpretation of Part 76 is reasonable

because it would give the “final and conclusive” phrase its full meaning while it

would still allow the Band’s enrollment committee the right to correct its roll

subject to the Assistant Secretary’s approval on cases not previously adjudicated. 

§76.4(b).

g. A “reconsideration rule” years later should not apply 
where the regulation’s plain language unequivocally
contemplates the decision is “final and conclusive.”

Respondents argue that §48.14(d) is a reconsideration rule that should

override the express language of the “final and conclusive” provision.   (RB 31.) 

Appellants disagree.  Interpreting §48.14(d) or its counterpart, §76.4(b) in a broad
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manner would circumvent finality, and would render the term “conclusive”

meaningless.  Regulations are not construed in a “way that renders words or

phrases meaningless, redundant, or superfluous.” Bridger Coal Co./Pacific

Minerals, Inc. v. Director, O.W.C.P., 927 F.2d 1150, 1153 (10th Cir.1991) citing

Board of Educ. v. Rowley, 458 U.S. 176, 190 n. 11, 102 S.Ct. 3034, 3042 n. 11, 73

L.Ed.2d 690 (1982).

Fed. R. Civ. P. 60(b) as argued in respondents’ brief, was never relied

on by Echo Hawk as authority to reconsider his predecessor’s decision, and should

not now be applied to circumvent a “final and conclusive” decision.  (See RB at p.

34)  Here, there is express language that means “final and conclusive” barring

litigation of the same stale claim.  Even if a reconsideration rule is considered, the

six year federal statute of limitations, 28 U.S.C. §2401a, and issue preclusion

should bar reconsideration of the same claim. The Band did not challenge Deer’s

1995 final decision. It became final by operation of law.  Wehrli v. County of

Orange, 175 F. 3d 692, 694, 695 (9th Cir. 1999); Miller v. County of Santa Cruz,

39 F. 3d 1030, 1038 (9th Cir. 1994).  Res judicata applies to final BIA agency

decisions in cases in which review was available but for which no timely review

was sought.  Dalson v. Pacific Regional Director, 46 IBIA 209, 212-213 (2008).  
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Consequently, under the circumstances of this case, where the

Assistant Secretary is under a duty to make a final and conclusive decision, and

made that decision, and no timely review was sought, to hold res judicata or claim

preclusion principles do not apply would make the administrative forum a place

for meaningless dry runs.”  Miller v. County of Santa Cruz, supra, 39 F. 3d 1030,

1038.

h. Res judicata and claim preclusion principles barred Echo
Hawk from reviewing the allegedly “new” evidence to
support the same stale 1995 claim.

Respondents’ contention that Utah Mining Constr. Co. case supports

Echo Hawk’s authority to reconsider his predecessor’s decision should be rejected. 

(See RB at p. 40.)  In Utah Mining Constr. Co., supra, 384 U.S. 394, the Supreme

Court reasoned: “in the present case the Board was acting in a judicial capacity

when it considered the Pier Drilling and Shield Window claims, the factual

disputes resolved were clearly relevant to issues properly before it... and [the

parties were given] an opportunity to seek court review of any adverse findings.”

The Supreme Court then reversed the Court of Claims’ decision because that court

failed to give the earlier decision finality.  Utah Mining Constr. Co., supra, at pp.

422-423. 
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Appellants did not waive the issue of claim preclusion as respondents

argue.  (RB pp. 40-41.)  Appellants argued collateral estoppel or claim preclusion

was an issue. [ER 185, 435]  Appellants’ motion was based on the Separate

Statement of Facts and Conclusions of Law in support of appellants’ motion for

summary judgment.  [ER 139]  Appellants argued that the 1928 application

submitted by Reginaldo Duro, the 4/4 degree of Marcus Alto, Sr., and the “no

issue” questions were decided in the 1995 proceeding.  [ER 146, ¶¶¶ 13, 15, 18]

Appellants also argued that Echo Hawk was barred from reviewing evidence that

could have been presented in the 1995 proceedings.  [ER 148, ¶¶¶ 28, 29, 30; see

also, ER 153, ¶ 63; ER 154-155, ¶ 72; ER 176, ¶ 79; ER 157-158, ¶ 93; ER 160, ¶

108; ER 161, ¶ 117; ER 162, ¶ 121; ER 164, ¶ 136; ER 166, ¶ 149; ER 167, ¶ 156;

ER 168, ¶¶ 162, 163; ER 171-172, ¶ 186]   

The issue of claim preclusion was not waived.  In issuing the

restraining order, District Court Judge Gonzalez recognized that the Mast

challenge was “essentially attempting to re-argue the same question” that was

determined in the earlier challenge: whether Marcus Alto Sr., was the biological

son of Jose Alto and Maria Duro Alto. [ER 114]  

Echo Hawk could not reconsider the stale “claim” previously litigated

that resulted in a “final and conclusive” decision.  The focus of a court’s inquiry is
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on the “claim” not the evidence.  Claim preclusion “bars litigation in a subsequent

action of any claims that were raised or could have been raised in the prior

action.” Owens v. Kaiser Found. Health Plan, Inc., 244 F.3d 708, 713 (9th Cir.

2001) emphasis added. “It is immaterial whether the claims asserted subsequent to

the judgment were actually pursued in the action that led to the judgment; rather,

the relevant inquiry is whether they could have been brought.” Tahoe-Sierra Pres.

Council, Inc. v. Tahoe Reg'l Planning Agency, 322 F.3d 1064, 1078 (9th Cir.

2003).  

In summary, the claim Echo Hawk reviewed in 2011 alleged that

Marcus Alto, Sr., “was not the biological son of the tribal members who raised

him. [ER 201] This claim was the same claim presented in 1995–whether Marcus

Alto Sr., was the “blood” lineal descendant of Jose and Maria Alto.  [ER 222]

Here, there is no reason that the Band’s enrollment committee could not have

presented this evidence to the Bureau as early as 1987 in support of the earlier

litigated claim.  This Court should therefore hold that Echo Hawk was barred from

reconsidering his predecessor’s decision because the allegedly “new” evidence

could have been presented during the 1995 claim that was adjudicated and resulted

in a “final and conclusive” decision.
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II. ECHO HAWK’S DECISION THAT MARCUS ALTO, SR.
WAS THE NON-INDIAN ADOPTED SON OF JOSE AND
MARIA ALTO REWROTE THE ALTO FAMILY’S
NATIVE AMERICAN HERITAGE, WAS CONTRARY
TO AGENCY AND PUBLIC RECORDS, AND WAS
THEREFORE ARBITRARY.

Respondents focus on a few facts by Echo Hawk without addressing

the entire record.  (See RB p. 44.)  The substantial evidence standard requires

review of the administrative record as a whole, weighing both the evidence that

supports the agency’s decision as well as evidence that detracts from it.  De la

Fuente v. FDIC, 332 F.3d 1208, 1220 (9th Cir. 2003).  The Supreme Court applies

the same principle. “Courts should not automatically defer to the agency’s express

reliance on an interest in finality without carefully reviewing the record and

satisfying themselves that the agency has made a reasoned decision based on its

evaluation of the significance — or lack of significance — of the new information. 

A contrary approach would not simply render judicial review generally

meaningless, but would be contrary to the demand that courts ensure that agency

decisions are founded on a reasoned evaluation ‘of the relevant factors.’” Marsh v.

Oregon Natural Resources Council, 490 U.S. 360, 378, 109 S.Ct. 1851, 104

L.Ed.2d 377 (1989), emphasis added, citing Citizens to Preserve Overton Park,

Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U. S. 402, 91 S.Ct. 814, 28 L.Ed.2d 136 (1971). 
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Echo Hawk was not authorized by law to simply pick out a few facts

to support his decision without explaining other probative evidence in the record

that detracted from his findings.  That would meet the definition of arbitrary.  As

argued in the opening brief and herein, the agency’s decision must be supported by

substantial evidence.  Furthermore, when the record contains conflicting evidence,

the fact-finder must adequately explain his or her reasons for rejecting or

discrediting competent evidence.  Benton v. Bowen, 820 F.2d 85, 88 (3d Cir.1987).

“Unless the Secretary has analyzed all evidence and has sufficiently explained the

weight he has given to obviously probative exhibits, to say that his decision is

supported by substantial evidence approaches an abdication of the court’s duty to

scrutinize the record as a whole to determine whether the conclusions reached are

rational.” Gober v. Matthews, 574 F.2d 772, 776 (3d Cir.1978). 

a. The early Indian censuses were inaccurate.  Echo Hawk

gave substantial weight to the fact that Marcus was not listed on early Indian

censuses, despite the fact that Marcus is listed on the 1920 U.S. Census as the

“Indian” son of Jose and Maria Alto.  Respondents argue Marcus’s absence from

the 1910 Indian census is significant because the BIA determined that the 1910

census would constitute the “base roll,” and it was the year the United States trust-

patented the reservation land. (RB p. 44.)  Respondents’ argument should be
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rejected. There were NO San Pasqual Indians living on the patented reservation

land, and therefore, no one was available to report to the census taker to make an

accurate base roll. It was not until 1954 that some tribal descendants realized that

they needed to develop proof of their descent from the original San Pasqual

members named on the 1910 census. [ER 203]  Appellants have demonstrated the

early San Pasqual Indian censuses are severely flawed.  (See AOB pp. 38-39, 41-

44.)   The early censuses reported inconsistent ages for Jose and Maria, making it11

highly unlikely that they personally reported their household status to the census

taker.  

As argued, the existence of two Frank Altos has a substantial bearing

on this matter.  Respondents miss the point about the two Frank Altos being listed

as the same age on both the 1907 and 1910 censuses and listed in two different

households. (See RB p. 45.)  This evidence further shows the censuses are likely

not accurate and not trustworthy.  The evidence also brings into substantial

question the underlying premise that “Frank Alto” was Jose’s son by a different

marriage. [ER 215] A premise repeatedly argued [ER 19, 20, 21, 218, 327, 328,

417, 421, 423, 425, 426, 461], but supported by NO genealogical evidence.
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In genealogical investigations, “[p]roof is a fundamental concept.”

[ER 481]  Accordingly, the district court should have taken judicial notice of

Frank Alto’s death certificate because it was relevant to genealogical proof of

Frank Alto’s existence.  Indeed, respondents continue to fallaciously argue that

Frank is “Jose Alto’s son from another marriage” without any genealogical

evidence.  (See RB p. 48.)  Unlike Marcus Alto, Sr., where there is a California

Judgment roll application, and various other public record documents proving his

ancestry, neither the Band’s anthropology expert, nor the agency’s “historians”

submitted any genealogical proof that Frank Alto was Jose’s son.  In addition,

none of the belated witness statements state Jose had a son named “Frank.” If

Frank was Jose’s son, that fact would have been mentioned in at least one witness

statement.

Respondents continue to argue that the district court’s denial of

appellants’ motion for judicial notice of Frank Alto’s death certificate was

reasonable.  However, respondents opened the door for judicial notice by arguing

that Frank Alto was Jose’s son from another marriage, and that appellants had no

proof otherwise. [ER 423] The proof, Frank Alto’s death record, was also relevant

to the Assistant Secretary’s decision because it potentially establishes that it may

not have been Marcus Alto but a different “Alto” tribal member who was
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“adopted.”  The informant of Frank Alto’s death, tribal member, Connie Alto, is

listed as No. 3, on the 1966 tribal roll authorized by the Department of Interior. 

Because Echo Hawk’s decision stated that “evidence may come to light in the

future that could overturn” his reasoning [ER 220], under these circumstances,

judicial notice is reasonable.   

Respondents also miss the point about footnote 121, to argue

“waiver.” (RB p. 47.)  There is no waiver here. Rather, the footnote 121 evidence

goes to appellants’ claim that was before the agency–that it was arbitrary for Echo

Hawk to draw a conclusion that Marcus was “adopted” based on the absence of a

child’s name from the early Indian censuses.  The record shows other children who

were not named on the early Indian censuses.  In fact, there is only one child

identified on the June 1909 census, and only five children listed on the 1910

census. [ER 276] Former Vice-Chairman and history professor, Robert Phelp,

Phd’s, letter informs the agency that the absence of children listed in the early

census only supports a reasonable inference that “children were not presented for

enumeration by tribal adults.” [ER 282]  Here, in making a reasoned decision,

Echo Hawk was required to review the census records and to examine assertions

made by both sides.  The Band’s anthropology expert made assertions in her

footnote that identified children born to adult tribal members that were not
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recorded in the early censuses either.  Appellants have demonstrated that children

from adult tribal members, Agustino Castro and Elizabeth Castro were not listed

on the 1910 census. [ER 522, 526] 

In sum, there were NO tribal members residing on the reservation for

the census taker to take get accurate information for the censuses.  Jose and Maria

Altos’ ages were reported inconsistently for various censuses, making it unlikely

that they personally reported their household status to the census taker.  There

were two Frank Altos, listed on the 1907 and 1910 censuses, listed as the same age

but living in different households, indicating the censuses may have been

inaccurate as to Jose Alto’s household.  An inconsistent number of children were

reported on the censuses from year to year.  The census taker failed to list children

of other adult tribal member households.  

These facts support a finding that the censuses are not trustworthy. 

There is minimal probative value in the absence of Marcus’ name from the early

censuses.  As emphasized, reviewing courts must satisfy themselves that the

agency has made a reasoned decision based on its evaluation of the significance or

lack of significance of information in the record.  Here, there are substantial facts

that significantly detract from Echo Hawk’s illogical finding that the censuses are 

the “most telling evidence.”  [See ER 215, 218]
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b. The Frank Alto 1910 letter was not corroborative evidence
that Marcus was adopted.

If “Frank Alto” was Jose’s son, the Marcus Alto, Sr., descendants

were never told he was related to Jose and Maria Duro Alto and were not

acquainted with him.  To this day, appellants have searched to locate public record

documents identifying Frank as Jose’s son.   There are NO death, marriage, or12

baptismal records for Frank Alto showing his relationship to Jose Alto.  The

agency has no California Judgment roll application that identifies Frank Alto as

the son of Jose Alto.  As previously emphasized, not one of the belated witness

statements mention that Jose Also had a son named “Frank.” 

Nonetheless, even favorably construing respondent’s claim that the

“Frank Alto” author is related to Jose Alto, the 1910 letter does NOT provide

corroboration that Frank was Jose’s son, nor evidence that Marcus was “adopted.” 

The author does not state that he is the “son” of Jose Alto. It merely states “my

family names” are Duro and Alto. [ER 380, emphasis added]  The author could be
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the adopted “Frank Alto” as evidenced by the Frank Alto death record or the

author may have been a first or second cousin or nephew of Jose Alto. 

The 1910 letter identifies Viviano Castro and Elizabeth Castro. [ER

380] Vivian Castro Orosco had a ten-year old child, and Elizabeth Castro, had a

child named Mary. [ER 302] The 1910 letter however does not mention any

children at all.  An analysis of the early censuses shows only adults named in the

letter.  Furthermore, there are two letters written with different handwriting. 

Given that there were two Frank Altos identified as the same age on the 1910

census, the letter does not establish that Frank Alto was Jose’s son by a different

marriage nor does it establish a reasonable inference that the author intentionally

excluded any mention of Marcus because Marcus was adopted.

c. Both Echo Hawk and the district court erred in the their
legal analysis of the belated hearsay witness statements. 

The district court did not apply a correct legal analysis in evaluating

the probative value of the belated witness statements.  (See RB p. 53.)  In Calhoun

v. Bailar, 626 F.2d 145, 150 (9th Cir. 1980), the court affirmed the use of hearsay

affidavits, and gave the affidavits their natural and probative effect, because NO

objection was made at any stage of the proceeding. In contrast, here, appellants

objected to the belated statements [ER 276-277] which means neither Echo Hawk
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nor the district court could accept the declarants’ statements at face value.  As

demonstrated, the district court unreasonably deferred to Echo Hawk’s decision 

and ruled appellants’ hearsay, foundation and credibility arguments were not

relevant. [ER 23-28]  This was error.  

In an administrative proceeding,“it is not the hearsay nature per se of

the proffered evidence that is significant, it is its probative value, reliability and

the fairness of its use that are determinative.”  In reviewing the admissibility of

hearsay evidence, this Court applies the “substantial evidence” test on a

case-by-case analysis requiring “review of the whole record.”  “To constitute

substantial evidence, hearsay declarations, like any other evidence, must meet

minimum criteria for admissibility—it must have probative value and bear indicia

of reliability. Although no bright line test [has been] established, cases isolate a

number of factors that may be helpful in such an analysis.”  “[T]he independence

or possible bias of the declarant must be considered as well as the type of hearsay

material submitted.”  Whether the statements are signed and sworn as opposed to

anonymous, oral, or unsworn; whether the statements are contradicted by direct

testimony or evidence; and the credibility of the declarant are some factors to be

considered.  Calhoun v. Bailar, supra, 626 F.2d at 148-149.   
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In issuing the preliminary injunction, Judge Gonzalez realized that

the statements could not be accepted for their face value.  “[T]here is reason to

question the self-serving nature of the additional affidavits executed as part of the

Caylor lawsuit.” [ER 114]   In appellants’ case, the belated  statements must be

questioned and weighed in light of the “whole record.” Calhoun v. Bailar, supra,

626 F.2d at 148.  “A reviewing court does not act, even in credibility matters, as a

mere rubber stamp for the administrative agency action on appeal.”  Krispy Kreme

Doughnut Corp. v. NLRB, 732 F. 2d 1288, 1290 (6th Cir. 1984) (“There are a

number of reasons why [the individual’s] credibility should be questioned.”) The

Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals held that despite agency deference, “[t]he

substantiality of evidence must take into account whatever in the record fairly

detracts from its weight.”  Ibid. 

 Echo Hawk made a finding that Marcus was “non-Indian” despite a

1920 U.S. Census identifying Marcus as the “Indian” son of Jose and Maria Alto,

Marcus’ own public record statements that predated the controversy, and DNA

evidence.  [ER 339]  Echo Hawk gave the DNA evidence that Marcus’ descendant

has 30-percent Native American Indian ancestry no probative weight against the

declarants’ statements that Marcus was “not Indian.”  In issuing the preliminary

injunction, Judge Gonzalez recognized: “the probative nature of these statements
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is called into question by the DNA test evidence submitted...which suggests that

Marcus Alto Sr. Descendants possess Native American blood.” [ER 119]  

Despite DNA evidence that established otherwise, Echo Hawk

concluded that Marcus was “non-Indian and the child of a different family, not just

a different mother.” [ER 218] He terminated appellants’ longstanding

classification as Native Americans and ordered appellants disenrolled–casuing

appellant to lose their Indian citizenship and tribal and federal benefits.  While

Echo Hawk explained that DNA evidence does not prove that Marcus was from

the San Pasqual Band, he provided NO reason at all for not giving the DNA

evidence of Native American markers any probative weight against the declarants’

statements.  In other words, he failed to consider evidence that detracted from his

conclusion that Marcus was a non-Indian child.  

Here, the totality of the record demonstrates substantial questions

related to the probative value Echo Hawk gave to the witness statements, and to

statements made about what Marcus said.  Because appellants objected, Echo

Hawk could not accept the trustworthiness of the belated statements.  Recognizing

this problem, respondents suggest that Marcus could have avoided the problem by

presenting his enrollment application earlier than 1987.  (RB p. 58.)  However,

three witness declarations were signed in February 1994, seven years after
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Marcus’s application was submitted.  Another statement was signed by Diana

Martinez in 1995, eight years later.  The Caylor affidavits, including another

signed by Diana Martinez, were executed in 2004, almost seventeen years after

Marcus’ 1987 application.  

This is not a case where Echo Hawk considered routine, current,

unbiased medical record hearsay from reports submitted to an agency; the type of

evidence the Supreme Court has held can constitute “substantial evidence.”  Cf,

Richardson v. Perales, 402 U.S. 389, 404, 91 S.Ct. 1420, 28 L.Ed.2d 842 (1971). 

Rather, the statements involve events that occurred decades before the witness

wrote the statements.   Many of the declarants were elderly.  The inability to cross-

examine the declarants’ belated statements about events recalled decades after

events allegedly occurred, leaves the declarants’ sincerity, perception and

memory–three traditional hearsay dangers a real problem in this case.  

Both Echo Hawk and the district court accepted Florence Shipek’s

statements at face value, and gave substantial probative weight to her thorough

genealogical “research.”  (See RB pp. 54-57.)  Shipek’s statement, executed in

1994, recalled events from 1958 to 1963. [ER 261]  Moreover, her statement did 

not specifically claim that she personally researched available public records for

Marcus Alto, Sr.’s ancestry.  The affidavit states she met with elders and each
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provided a written list for Shipek to research.  There is no evidence that Shipek

was aware of the 1920 U.S. Census, a public record identifying Marcus as the

Indian son of Jose and Maria Alto, nor Marcus’ California Judgment application,

signed by a “Duro,” and a starting point for genealogy research of California

Native American Indians.  

Notwithstanding, Echo Hawk also specifically relied on Shipek’s

statement that Sosten Alto, the original enrollment committee chair, “was diligent

in protecting the rights of Altos and Duros to qualify for Band membership” in his

decision. [ER 214]  Sosten Alto’s motivation for identifying individuals with

“Alto” ancestry is highly questionable.  There is absolutely no genealogical proof

in the agency record that “Sosten Alto” was related to Jose Alto, Marcus’s father. 

Moreover, Sosten’s “Alto” ancestry is in question. [ER 343] Whether Sosten and

his committee members told Shipek that Marcus, a child from a “non-Indian”

family was raised by Jose and Maria is not probative evidence, it is double

hearsay.  The fact is, Shipek, and then Echo Hawk in 2011, accepted the

statements at face value.  In sum, there is no evidence that Shipek investigated the

available early public records that identify  Marcus as “Indian” and Marcus’

parents as Jose an Maria Alto, and there is no evidence that Sosten Alto was

related to Jose Alto.
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 Respondents argue that appellants’ other witness credibility attacks

such as age discrepancy, lack of foundation for familiar relationships, and

inaccurate information about a material fact such as Maria Alto’s address in the

early 30’s, are not relevant to the declarants’ statements that Marcus was “non-

Indian” and adopted.  (RB p. 57-58.)  Appellants disagree.  If it is demonstrated

that the declarants’ statements’ lack foundation, are based on “common

knowledge,” or are otherwise factually inaccurate, it goes to the issue of bias,

reliability, and credibility of the witness’s statement and the issue of what

probative weight to give the evidence, if any.  See, Calhoun v. Bailar, supra, 626

F.2d at 149. 

d. Echo Hawk committed plain error in determining a
different Jose Alto was Marcus’s father and that Marcus
was the non-Indian “adopted” son of Jose and Maria Alto. 

An agency decision is arbitrary and capricious if, in reaching it, the

agency fails to consider all relevant facts or to articulate a satisfactory explanation

for the decision, including a rational connection between the facts found and the

choice made.  Yerger v. Robertson, 981 F.2d 460, 463 (9th Cir. 1992); Motor

Vehicle Mfrs. Assn. of United States, Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Automobile Ins. Co.,

463 US 29, 43, 103 S. Ct. 2856, 77 L. Ed. 2d 443 (1983).  “An abuse of discretion

is a plain error, discretion exercised to an end not justified by the evidence, a 
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judgment that is clearly against the logic and effect of the facts as are found.” 

Rabkin v. Oregon Health Sciences Univ., 350 F.3d 967, 977 (9th Cir. 2003).

First, Echo Hawk initially engaged in speculation in finding Marcus

was adopted because the question was left uncircled on Marcus’ 1987 enrollment

application. (See RB p. 60.)  As emphasized, Echo Hawk was required to weigh

probative evidence that detracted from this finding. This finding is negated in the

enrollment application itself which had a “family tree chart” attached identifying

Joe Alto and Maria Duro Alto as Marcus’ parents.  Marcus’ 1987 application also

states: “I certify that the information given in this application, including the

information furnished on the FAMILY TREE CHART...is true to the best of my

knowledge. [ER 482-483] The certification provides a penalty for providing false

information. [ER 482]  Echo Hawk failed to explain why he ignored this fact in

favor of the speculative “adoption” theory.

  Echo Hawk also engaged in speculation in finding a different Jose

Alto was Marcus’ father.  Here, respondents argue that Echo Hawk correctly found

Roberto Marcos Alto in the baptismal record was Marcus Alto, but that the father

named in the baptismal record was referring to a different Jose Alto.  Echo Hawk’s

finding that Marcus was a non-Indian child, and not the son of Jose Alto, the San

Pasqual Indian father who raised him.  Echo Hawk’s finding was not a rational
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interpretation of the agency record in relation to the choice made.  (See RB p. 61-

62.)  Indeed, in granting the preliminary injunction, Judge Gonzalez reasonably

found: “[t]his explanation...is conclusory and lacks any ‘rational connection’ to the

facts.” [ER 121] 

A rational analysis of the facts in the 1907 baptismal record shows the

child’s sponsors as “Frank Alto” and “Letalia Duro” and the child’s father as “Jose

Alto.”   Shipek’s affidavit states that “Alto” and “Duro” are San Pasqual Indian

names. [ER 261] The Band’s anthropology expert states that one sponsor, Letalia

Duro, was a “San Pasqual Indian.” [ER 301, fn. 113]  Thus, Echo Hawk’s

conclusion finding the Jose Alto in the baptismal record was a different Jose Alto

was not rational. As the Regional Director logically concluded:

   Assuming the baptism record is Mr. Alto’s, this would prove that he
is the son of Jose Alto.  On Maria Alto’s 1928 application, she listed
Jose Alto as 4/4 Digueno Indian from San Pasqual. Jose Alto was
listed on several San Pasqual census rolls, in particular the 1910
Census Roll....If this were the case Mr. Alto would still be eligible to
be included on the San Pasqual membership roll as a descendant of
Jose Alto.

[ER 267, emphasis added] 

Echo Hawk’s decision to disenroll the Alto family and change their

Native American status to “non-Indian” was arbitrary and should be reversed.  

* * *
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CONCLUSION

 Echo Hawk, on tenuous grounds and relying on flawed premises in

his reasoning, determined that Marcus was the “non-Indian” adopted son of Jose

and Maria Alto.  Echo Hawk’s decision was outcome driven and not based on the

“whole record.”  In one fell swoop of the pen, Echo Hawk changed the family’s

longstanding Native American Indian status to that of a “non-Indian”

classification.  Appellants lost all tribal and federal benefits which flow from their

enrolled status as federally recognized tribal members.  Appellants urge the Court

to find that Echo Hawk’s actions are barred by the “final and conclusive” language

in Part 76.  Further, appellants urge the Court to set aside the decision as arbitrary

and an abuse of discretion and otherwise not in accordance with the law with

instructions.  

Dated: April 28, 2016. Respectfully submitted:

                 s/ Tracy L. Emblem                              
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Appellants
E-mail: TracyEmblemlaw@gmail.com

 s/ Thor O. Emblem                              
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Appellants                  

            E-mail: Thor@Emblemlaw.com
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE

I certify, pursuant to Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure

32(a)(7)(C) and Ninth Circuit Rule 32-1, that the attached Appellants’ Reply Brief

is proportionately spaced, has a typeface of 14 points, and contains 6,910 words,

as counted by WordPerfect.

Dated: April 28, 2016.                 s/ Tracy L. Emblem                                      
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Appellants
E-mail: TracyEmblemlaw@gmail.com
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Tracy L. Emblem CSBN 145484
P.O. Box 300764
Escondido, CA 92030
Telephone: (760) 300-5837
E-Mail: tracyemblemlaw@gmail.com
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Appellants

IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT

ALBERT P. ALTO,  ) Case No. 15-56527
et al. )         (Case No. 15-56679 consolidated 

) with Case No. 15-56527)
Plaintiffs/Appellants, )

) CERTIFICATE OF ELECTRONIC
SERVICE

v. )
)

S.M.R. JEWELL, Secretary, )
Department of the Interior; et al., )

)
Defendants/Respondents. )
______________________________ )

IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED THAT:

I, the undersigned, am a citizen of the United States and I am over the

age of 18 years old.  My business address is P. O. Box 300764, Escondido,

California 92030.  I am not a party to the above-entitled action.  
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I have caused service of:  APPELLANTS’ CONSOLIDATED

REPLY BRIEF,  APPELLANTS’ SUPPLEMENTAL EXCERPTS OF RECORD,

VOL. 4, and APPELLANTS’ MOTION TO EXPEDITE CALENDARING AN

ORAL ARGUMENT HEARING DATE on the following parties by electronically

filing the foregoing with the Clerk of the United States Court of Appeals for the

Ninth Circuit using its EC/CMF System, which electronically notifies them:

JOHN ARBAB
Attorney for Federal Defendants/Respondents
John.arbab@usdoj.gov

THOR O. EMBLEM
Attorney for Plaintiffs
Thor@emblemlaw.com

Dated: April 28, 2016.               s/ Tracy L. Emblem                                      
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Appellants
E-mail: TracyEmblemlaw@gmail.com
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